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• Distributor Perspective: 
Market Size (a growing market segment)

• Fleet Perspective: 
CSA scores & suspension violations

• Business Benefits for Both

Introduction

While computer advancements have allowed for upgraded 

technology in certain systems of HD trucks, one area remains 

relatively unchanged since the early days:  the undercarriage.  

Oddly enough, this is also where a significant growth 

opportunity exists for aftermarket parts suppliers and repair 

facilities. This opportunity is torque rods.  

The purpose of this special report is to identify potentially 

missed opportunities, show why it is essential to pursue 

this market and how ATRO’s All-Makes Torque Rod 

can substantially improve the quality of your offering 

to fleets while reducing your inventory levels and 

enhancing your image as a problem-solving, quality 

supplier to your customer base.

• Market Data and Opportunity

• ATRO’s All-Makes Torque Rods 

• Identify without a VIN using Torque-Rod.com
• Inventory Cost and Space Control

Using Torque-Rod.com, 
even a novice can identify 
torque rods quickly.   
It’s truly VIN-less.

http://Torque-Rod.com
http://Torque-Rod.com
http://torque-rod.com


DISTRIBUTOR PERSPECTIVE

Market Size – a Growing Market Segment 

In the last 30 years, undercarriage parts sales have grown from $1.7 billion to $5 billion for Class 6-8 
trucks and trailers.1   More importantly, undercarriage component sales are increasing as a percent 
of total parts replaced.  Currently, for Class 7-8 trucks, torque rods alone are a $180 million per year 
business assuming an average fleet acquisition cost of $170.2

In addition the average age of Class 8 trucks and trailers is expected to remain above 9 years old 
through 2017.3  This can translate into 3-5 replacement cycles per vehicle/trailer for torque rods.

And, unlike many undercarriage parts that are application-specific, there are universally 2-4 torque rods 
per axle, per vehicle.  

FLEET PERSPECTIVE

Government Regulations:  CSA scores and Suspension violations

The CSA Safety Measurement System qualifies the on-highway safety performance of carriers and 
drivers. The system includes factors like unsafe driving records, crash history, hours of service 
violations, vehicle maintenance and more. Within the vehicle maintenance assessment a “BASIC” 
(Behavioral Analysis and Safety Improvement Category) violation is recorded if it occurred in the last 
twenty four months. Example violations include brake, lighting, suspension and other mechanical 
defects. 

The BASIC violations are weighted by how recent the violation occurred and by the severity of the type 
of violation. Severity is described as the level of crash risk for the violation. Suspension violations carry 
a severity weight of 7, lighting has a weight of 6 and brake violations are rated at 4. In other words, a 
suspension violation is considered more likely to pose a crash risk than lighting or brakes. Only tire 
defects and driving an out-of-service vehicle rate higher severity rankings (8 and 10, respectively.)

While torque rods are not candidates 
for pre-trip inspections, they do directly 
affect the driver’s score for violations 
under sections 393.207(a) “Axle position 
parts defective/missing” and 393.207(e) 
“Torsion bar cracked and/or broken.”

1 HDMA & MacKay & Company, Heavy Duty Aftermarket Dialogue, Driving the Aftermarket:  The Fleet Perspective, January 2013
2 MacKay & Company, 2012
3 HDMA & MacKay & Company, Heavy Duty Aftermarket Dialogue, Driving the Aftermarket:  The Fleet Perspective, January 2013
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http://intranet.4linc.com/lincops/Portals/0/Docs/CSA-2010/CSA-Violations-and-points.pdf


BUSINESS BENEFITS FOR BOTH FLEETS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Reduced Inventory – Cost and Space Savings

Significant inventory reduction can be accomplished using ATRO’s All-Makes Torque Rod in two ways:

First, ATRO’s free-rotation design eliminates need to stock multiple part numbers allowing for straddle 
bushing orientation (timing.)  For example, below is a chart showing 11 different part numbers for 24” 
torque rods with a rubber OE straddle bushing in each end.  
In comparison, one 24” torque rod featuring ATRO’s free-rotation straddle bushings replaces all 11 OE 
torque rods.  
 

Assuming a $100 acquisition cost, ATRO’s All-Makes Torque Rod would represent a significant 
savings when extrapolated across this complete torque rod offering:   

ATRO inventory cost:  $100
OE inventory cost:  $1,100

ATROBUSHING.COM  |  1.800.325.6114

Secondly, for those shops with limited capital or limited space for inventory, ATRO’s two-piece weldable 
rods, for example, can use 2 part numbers (one male, one female, straddle/straddle configuration) to 
replace more than 800 part numbers due to free-rotation design, plus the ability to cover all lengths 
from 9” – 27”.
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What Does This Mean to Distributors and Fleets?

Distributors

Aside from the obvious space and cost savings due to the versatility ATRO’s design provides, there’s also 
the customer service factor.  Distributors don’t need to stock slower moving torque rod part numbers in 
order to service one or two key customers.  They only need to cover a much narrower range of lengths - 
the most popular being 22” – 25”.

Fleets

Many market segments have seen considerable consolidation in the past decade.  It’s not uncommon for 
a Fleet Maintenance Manager to not know what suspensions are in his fleet as it has become a mish-
mash of many makes and models.  Keeping track of the torque rod part numbers used throughout his 
fleet is made significantly easier by only having to focus on torque rod length.

These factors above are in addition to the lower cost-per-mile advantage of ATRO’s polyurethane 
bushing performance and ease of installation benefits.

OVERCOMING MARKET PERCEPTION BARRIERS

Fleets have become convinced of the need to have a VIN in order to accurately replace their torque rods 
but this is a false market perception.

The value in conquering this barrier to market mustn’t be overlooked.  With 75% of the service labor 
being done by the fleet, their ability to make quick, accurate identification of torque rods is key to getting 
the parts sale.


